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Manufacturers recognize that increasing profits usually means reducing costs, and you can’t do 
that without controlling all aspects of the manufacturing business.  But before you can control the 
shop floor or the back office, you need to know exactly what’s going on. 
 
That’s where the Buyer’s Choice Award-winning Material and Production Management 
(MPM) system from 3rd Dimension Systems comes in.  Designed for the small to medium-sized 
build-to-order, build-to-stock, and custom job shop manufacturer, MPM provides a 
comprehensive suite of manufacturing software solutions that give you  
the up-to-the-minute information you need to make effective and cost-saving decisions. 
 
The MPM suite of applications includes Bill of Material, Work Order Processing, Forecasting 
and MRP, and Shop Floor Control.  With MPM you can easily determine purchase and 
production requirements, track the costs associated with manufacturing processes, and highlight 
scheduling restraints and opportunities. When you combine  
the knowledge you’ve acquired over years of experience with the extensive, detailed information 
available through MPM modules, you’ll be able to achieve your production goals and profit 
objectives. 

 
Figure 1 — The Interactive MPM System 
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  MPM: A Synergetic Manufacturing System 
 

When you combine your expertise and MPM with the highly acclaimed Open Systems 
Accounting Software® (OSAS), along with other business applications, you create a synergy 
where the sum of the whole is greater than the individual parts.  You will have created a virtually 
complete manufacturing system at a surprisingly affordable price. 
 
MPM has been designed to directly interface with Open Systems accounting software;  
the OSAS Resource Manager and Inventory modules are, in fact, required to run MPM 
applications. You may also directly connect with the OSAS General Ledger, Payroll, Sales Order 
and Purchase Order applications.  Now, add Payables, Receivables, Fixed Assets, or any other 
outstanding OSAS business application, and you’ll have the comprehensive manufacturing 
solution that will increase your business’ efficiency and profitability. 
 
The MPM and OSAS application synergy establishes and maintains bills of material, generates 
purchase and production requirements, plans, and schedules, and tracks and controls the 
materials, processes and labor that comprise the manufacturing process. 
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Time-Saving Features are Built Into 
MPM 
 
MPM harnesses the OSAS Resource Manager to 
provide you with these features: 
 
• Inquiry popup windows let you look up 

information from anywhere in the system. 
 
• Detailed system access and password  
 protection provide exceptional security. 
 
• The ‘copy from’ function lets you quickly 

and accurately create new records from old, 
saving time and minimizing errors. 

 
• You can access on-line help for many of the 

functions in the system. 
 
• You can define your own function keys. 
 
• You can add to records “on the fly.” 
 
• You can send reports to the screen, the 

printer, or to a file. 
 
• The menu system is arranged logically to 

work the same way you work. 
 
• You can configure workstations individually 

to increase productivity. 
 
• Multiple screen styles, windows start, GUI 

or Text, selected by each user for his or her 
preference. 

 
• Multiple sessions open simultaneously. 

 
 
 
 

The MPM Core Manufacturing 
Applications 
 
Six MPM or OSAS modules provide the core 
manufacturing application suite that combine to offer 
time and money-saving features:” 
 
• OSAS Inventory helps you control the raw 

materials, assemblies, and finished goods 
purchased, stocked, manufactured, and 
sold. 

 
• MPM:Bill of Material lets you define 

product structure and standard costs, 
including materials, labor, routings, and 
external processes.  

 
• MPM:Work Order Processing tracks the 

status and cost of production from raw 
materials to finished goods. 

 
• MPM:Forecasting and MRP helps to 

plan requirements prior to production. 
 
• MPM:Shop Floor Control enables you to 

better plan capacity and schedule jobs. 
 
• OSAS Purchase Order lets you directly 

enter or automatically generate purchase 
requisitions from inventory reorder 
processing, MRP-planned purchases, or 
work order outside purchases. 

 
• OSAS Sales Order lets you tie your open 

customer orders directly to the 
manufacturing process, allowing for quick 
monitoring progress through the plant.
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The OSAS Inventory Application 
 
You need to use the Open System Inventory application to run the MPM system. Inventory 
provides the critical information base for raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods 
needed to effectively handle MPM planning and production functions. Inventory can directly 
interface with OSAS Purchase Order, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, and Sales Order 
accounting applications. 
 
OSAS Inventory has built-in flexibility that provides the custom options that let you run your 
business most efficiently. Your inventory valuation can be FIFO, LIFO, Standard, or Average 
Cost. You can define Inventory items as lotted, serialized, or neither. You can create automatic 
reorder status, and assign unlimited aliases to each item. And, there are 16 more fields to handle 
information exclusive to your own manufacturing processes! 
 
You can establish a base unit of measurement for each item with an unlimited number of alternate 
units of measure, any one of which you can select as a default unit for inquiries, reporting, and 
physical counts. And, your unlimited item aliases can each have an effective start and end date. 
 

 
 
Inventory items can be assigned to multiple bins in multiple locations, each with its own vendor, 
bin number, price, and forecast type. You can inquire about total on-hand value and item status of 
committed, available, and on-order. You can determine maximum and minimum order quantities, 
and set up Order Point, Safety Stock, and EOQ information. 
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Exceptional Pricing Flexibility 
 
MPM provides a pricing flexibility that uses a matrix to price according to customer and items. 
Price IDs are assigned to each item and customer levels or categories are assigned to every 
customer. You can increase prices or discount them for promotional purposes with effective start 
and end dates. 
 
You can maintain Average, Last, or Base Cost for every inventory item. If you operate with 
Standard Cost, you can create cost codes and related costs to define the makeup of the total 
standard cost, including material, labor, external processes, and overhead. 
 

 
 
The system maintains cost detail in an endless cost bucket showing receipt date, unit cost for each 
group of items received, and on-hand balance for each group.  You can assign a vendor or group 
of vendors to each inventory item, maintaining data on vendor part number, lead time, quantity 
price breaks, last PO quantity, unit cost, order number, and date. If you include the OSAS 
Purchase Order and Sales Order modules in the application mix, the system automatically 
maintains this information. 
 
OSAS Inventory handles full lot tracking and stores information on lot number, original purchase, 
available lot quantity, unit cost, expiration date, vendor, and transaction history. You can use the 
item lot number to move and track lotted items throughout inventory, purchasing, and 
manufacturing functions. Serialized item data is also maintained and used throughout the system.  
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In addition to the serial number, you can include item purchase order number, unit cost, status, 
receipt date, selling price, vendor, and invoice number.  If your system also interfaces with OSAS 
Sales Order, information about the customer, customer’s order number, invoice number, date and 
price are also on file. 
 
Manual Entry is Minimized 
 
If your system is interfaced to the other recommended OSAS applications, the system 
automatically handles most transaction entry. In addition, you can manually change on-hand 
balance for an item. Inventory automatically updates the General Ledger. 
 
You’ll assign a GL account code for each inventory item directed to: sales, COGS and COGS 
adjustment, inventory and inventory adjustment, WIP, purchase price variance, physical count 
adjustment, and transfer cost. With OSAS Inventory, you’ll find it easier than ever to handle 
physical inventory. You decide what to count from a range of locations, items, bin numbers, 
product lines, and previously established user fields. 
 
Business Keeps Moving During Physical Inventory 
 
You can specify  “batches” to count and enter several inventory areas at the same time.  By 
choosing the Tag Numbers option, you can freeze specified items while entering the day’s sales, 
purchase, and production orders into the system. You can also speed up the process by 
defaulting the system count with a variance number entry; when you’re done, simply print both 
Physical Count List and Variance Report. 
 
If you build to stock, your production is constant, and you’re not using the MPM: Forecasting 
and MRP application, you’ll appreciate Inventory’s Reorder Processing function that you can 
use to determine the finished goods that need to be produced, providing useful raw material 
reorder information.  And, you can take advantage of the Forecasting and MRP application’s 
planning strengths that use forecast types set up in inventory to anticipate demand and supply 
needs for any periods you select. 
 
Calculating the Order Point 
 
An order point is calculated from forecasted usage combined with lead times; safety stock is 
calculated from the order point. You can calculate using EOQ, forecast, or minimum/maximum 
methods. You can use any of those methods, or either the lowest or highest reorder quantity to 
prepare requisitions. 
 
What you need to know to make the best decisions is readily available through Inventory. 
Reports include Safety Stock Alert, Overstock, Slow/Fast Movement, Sales Analysis, Gross 
Profit Analysis, Trend Analysis, Inventory Movement, Item Status, Price, Valuation, Cost 
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Variance, Serialized and Transaction History.  In addition, with the OSAS Report Writer 
application, you can create a virtually unlimited variety of report formats and reports. 

MPM:Bill of Material 
 
The Bill of Material application connects Inventory materials with labor, routings, and external 
processes needed for each product that you build. You can select either materials only or full 
absorption costing for bills of material. You can further decide whether to use actual or 
standard costing when updating inventory with completed assemblies. You can also create 
planning bills of material for testing purposes. 
 

 
 
MPM lets you establish a master bill of materials for common processes, routings,  
labor, and materials. You can copy the master to a new bill, modifying it for specific  
work orders or custom jobs.  New standard costs are subsequently based on the  
modified bill of materials. 

 
Setting Up Bills of Material 
 
If you have information in another system — such as CAD — that you want to bring into MPM, 
a time-saving import function will convert lists of materials into an ASCII format that lets you 
copy data without having to re-key each item. 
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Work Centers define the locations for internal processes. Each WC can have overhead amounts 
based on per hour, per work order, per piece, or a combination of units. You’ll also set up the 
work center labor rate and general ledger overhead and labor accounts. 
 
The operations function defines internal and external processes used in your manufacturing cycle. 
MPM lets you determine both per piece run and setup time for machine and labor; you can signify 
units in hours, minutes, or seconds, and can also modify times for each bill. 
 
When you set up your bills of material you’ll be able to enter assembly information on  
the bill including drawing number, effective date, lot size, and to indicate whether a bill is a 
stocked or planning assembly. 
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Engineering Change Orders 
 

          
 
You have an option to ‘force’ changes to be accompanied by an engineering change  
order number. The ECO file tracks effective date, the ID of the engineer making the  
change, assemblies to be effected, revision number, and a description of the change. 
 
Standard costs can include an unlimited number of categories such as materials, sub-contracts, 
and outside purchases.  You’ll identify each line item as material, labor,  
internal or external process, or by-product. 
 
Material items interface to the inventory application and determine quantity required, including an 
allowance for scrap, the bin or warehouse location, standard cost, unit of measure, and cost 
code. 
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The process or routing line item works with the labor and routing requirements  
noted in the operations and work center functions. You can enter more descriptions 
or special instructions. Standard overhead amounts, setup and run times can be  
unique for each process in the bill. 
. 
The external line items lets you include processes handled by outside vendors in bills  
of material. Required quantities, lead time, standard cost, cost code, and descriptions  
are included. When you’re interfaced with OSAS Purchase Order and Accounts Payable 
applications, you can define the vendor and generate the correct purchase orders  
associated with that vendor. 
 
Byproducts that are not considered as scrap have a monetary value that you’ll want to identify, 
return to inventory, and offset your costs 
 
 
The Bill of Material application provides great flexibility to make changes to bills. Not only 
can you manually change specific components in a single bill, but can you can also globally 
change items, locations, operations, vendors, work centers, standard times, routings, and 
both internal and external processes. 
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Adjusting Bills of Material 
 
You can also choose to globally or individually perform standard cost roll-ups to  
all or only adjusted bills of material. You can print out an adjustment log to verify changes 
before actually implementing them. You can also choose to update labor  
and overhead rates by a percentage. 
 
After adjustments have been made, MPM updates both the bill of material and appropriate 
inventory files. If the system is interfaced with General Ledger, and  
you’re using the Standard Costing method, the adjustments can also be posted  
to the GL Journal File. 
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MPM provides a wealth of information through reports that include Inventory Where- 
Used, Work Center Where-Used, Vendor Where-Used, Costed Bills of Material,  
Common Parts Bills of Material, ECO Activity, and Standard Cost Variance, as well 
as listings that focus directly on Work Centers, Operations, and Bills of Material. 
 
 

MPM:Work Order Processing 
 
With the MPM:Work Order Processing application, you’ll always know where you  
stand on your schedule. When the application is used together with Bill of Materials,  
you’ll be able to establish detailed work orders, define product requirements, collect  
labor information, and track materials from assemblies and raw materials in inventory  
to work-in-process to finished goods issued to stock. 
 
A single work order may have up to 999 releases, each with a unique due date, quantity, 
customer, and order number. And, you can sort by specific criteria, print, and study a production 
schedule at any time. 
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You may want to set up a planning work order for “what if” scenarios, to uncover potential 
problems in schedules before they occur. New work orders include information that identifies a 
particular assembly, revisions, and quantity to make; they can also include information about 
customer, sales order, and price per unit.  After production has begun, the work orders status 
function displays current information of date started and finished, quantity built, and unit cost. 
 
When you explode a work order, MPM calculates the material requirements and commits 
them in inventory; it also determines labor requirements and identifies processes that must be 
done by an outside vendor. 
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You can edit any component of the exploded work to substitute materials or to select alternate 
routings; all changes are captured in related records and files.  Its easy to handle 
 a custom job with MPM. 
 

MPM Lot Traveler Doubles As Source Document 
 
The MPM Lot Traveler serves as a source document that shows all the processes and  
work descriptions. You can also use it to capture employee time spent on the work order. Lot 
travelers can be printed for a single work order or for a range of work orders. 
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The Issue Requirements function lets you make daily entries of materials and labor. You  
can do a global issue all as a backflush operation for all or exception only issuing of material and 
labor costs to standard, saving valuable time.  If you want to make line-by-line entries, until you 
flag a work order as finished, you can enter the actual time and materials associated with an 
operation, immediately updating inventory. 
 
MPM maintains a detailed manufacturing history.  When you complete a work order, you run the 
Post Finished Assemblies, clearing work orders from the open file into history. 
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MPM offers a variety of reports to help you track activity before, during, and after production, 
including Work-in-Process, Labor Productivity, Production Cost Analysis, Requirement 
Variance, Transaction Detail, and Manufacturing History. MPM built-in flexibility lets you run 
reports using a variety of sort options and information ranges. 
 

        
 

MPM:Forecasting and MRP 
 
The Forecasting and MRP application lets you determine purchasing and production needs based 
on a projected sales plan; you can forecast both demand and supply, figuring our forecasts 
according to actual historic volume records.  
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Using unlimited forecast types that you set up in inventory yourself, you’ll be able to  
project expected raw material, components, and subassembly needs for up to 52 user-defined 
time periods. A new forecast is easily and accurately handled using the copy from function in 
MPM that transfers a list of items from an existing forecast to a new one. 
 
After copying a forecast, you can make adjustments and edit the new one to define different 
usage intervals — daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly — and a start date and number of intervals 
that determines timeline buckets.  To slide a forecast period forward, you only have to advance 
the start date. 
 

 
 

In your reports, you can designate time intervals and print a detailed report or just a summary. 
The MRP report lists lot quantities and lead times for raw materials, components, subassemblies, 
and finished goods requirements by timeline buckets using up-to-the-minute data.  The work 
order information at the end of the MRP report provides the detail of the traditional pegging 
report. The Order Action report shows the materials and subassembly requirements you need for 
production without a timeline, providing a summarized view of your inventory needs. 
 
If interfaced with both MPM:Work Order Processing and OSAS Purchase Order applications, 
the system can automatically generate the purchase requisitions and production orders you need. 
You can make changes to any order, whether it’s automatically generated or not. 
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Run the Generate Requirements Planning Data function often to spot changes to material 
availability, production, sales, or due dates, allowing you to take needed corrective action to 
avoid insurmountable problems later on. 
 

            
 

MPM:Shop Floor Control 
 
When used with the Work Order Processing Application, Shop Floor Control  lets you analyze 
production schedules and work flow related to work centers to better make use of production 
capacities.  For purposes of planning, you can schedule work orders using infinite capacity, and 
then reschedule them by finite capacity according to the work centers involved. You can then 
adjust any work order operation as needed.  
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MPM provides a graphical “snapshot” of every work center’s production schedule for selected 
time periods to let you quickly scan how work orders impact capacity. You’ll immediately know 
if there are bottlenecks that call for rescheduling or open slots available for new work orders. 
 

        
 
With MPM’s built-in flexibility, you can define holidays and scheduled downtime for 
the entire company as well as set up a unique work schedule for every shift. 
 

        
You can schedule on a seven-day work week, creating a separate time for each day of  
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the week, and give each shift a separate schedule that includes Clock In, Clock Out, and Lunch 
Break.  In addition, you can add a leeway clock entry time! 
 
After you’ve created schedules, you can print them out:  Shop Schedule, Work Center Schedule, 
and Time Clock Schedule.  You can adjust any schedule at any time. 
 
The Shop Floor Control application lets you collect shop floor information to record time 
associated with work orders and then adjust data for employees, dates, departments, work 
orders, terms, and pieces prior to posting.  If you’re interfaced to OSAS Payroll, you can 
automatically transfer and validate employee information.  You can use PC or terminal-based time 
clocks with Shop Floor Control. 
 

 
 
Shop Floor Control Bar Coding 
 
MPM features an ability to include bar codes on lot travelers and parts requisition lists.  
You can also create bar-coded employee badges for identification or security purposes. MPM 
supports bar code 39 and 128 formats. 
 
The Capacity Requirements Planning Report lists all work orders assigned to a work center for a 
time period you specify. MPM calculates the hours for a work center report that lists capacity, 
forecast requirements, requirements, available hours, and net required hours. 
 
If you want to print the CRP report in detail format, you’ll see all work order operations, 
assembly Ids, production quantities, required hours, and due dates.  
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The OSAS Purchase Order Application 
 
When you interface OSAS Purchase Order with OSAS Inventory and the MPM manufacturing 
application suite, you’ll save time and minimize the errors that come with entering information a 
second time. Although master files are set up for every vendor, you also have the option to 
directly enter an order for a one-time vendor.  The system verifies inventory item entry, and you 
can easily tell how many of an inventory item are available, how much is committed, and how 
many are on order. 
 
Besides updating requisition files from the Forecasting and MRP application, and from OSAS 
Inventory, you can directly enter a purchase requisition into Purchase Order. 
 
Purchasing Is Made Easier 
 
You can assign a vendor to a requisition line item using fastest lead time, lowest last cost, or 
best quantity break pricing criteria.  A separate due date can be assigned to each requisition 
item.  For greater flexibility, you can edit every requisition line, changing vendors, costs, 
quantities, and dates as needed. After you’re satisfied with the requisition, you can flag details for 
transfer and globally or individually move them to live or open purchase order status. 
 
When items are received, date and quantities are entered into the system, maintaining current 
status information for every purchase order. You can receive split shipments and adjust purchase 
order quantity and prices when the invoice arrives. MPM also handles multiple invoices for a 
single order and split payments on a single invoice. 
 
As information is entered, purchase order status changes from new to printed order, then to 
goods received or back-ordered, and finally to invoices received.  As items are received against 
PO’s, an accrual entry for “inventory received not yet invoiced” is posted to the General Ledger. 
When invoices are entered against PO receipts, that accrual is automatically reversed. 
 
Reports That Help You Make Decisions 
 
OSAS Purchase Order provides a variety of reports to assist your decision-making: Open 
Orders, Receipts and Invoices, Accrual Verification, and Goods Not Received. Other reports 
help management analyze purchases, determine discounts taken and lost, pinpoint vendor activity, 
and review payable balances. 
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System Requirements 
 
MPM runs on most computers and networks: Novell,  Windows and Windows networks, 
UNIX, and LINUX, and can be configured to run under AIX operating systems. Hardware 
requirements vary according to numbers of users, locations, and so on. 
 
MPM’s As Flexible As You Want It To Be 
 
MPM and OSAS are highly regarded for their flexibility, yet every manufacturing business is 
unique in its own right.  For that reason, 3rd Dimension provides source code at no cost for 
both MPM and OSAS applications. Source code enables customizing of software to meet the 
exact requirements of individual manufacturing businesses. 
 
ODBC Compliant 
 
MPM and OSAS are ODBC compliant and with use of the ODBC Kit, you can automatically 
access the MPM and OSAS database using Microsoft Office Products. 
 
This brochure has presented some highlights of the core applications that make up the MPM 
manufacturing software suite: Bill of Material, Work Order Processing, Forecasting and MRP, 
and Shop Floor Control. We’ve also highlighted the OSAS Inventory and Purchase Order 
accounting software.  More detailed information on these applications, as well as other products 
that can help you run your business, is readily available from either your Value Added Reseller or 
directly from 3rd Dimension Systems. 
 
MPM software applications are sold across the USA and in selected international locations by 
3rd Dimension and also by a network of authorized and highly-trained computer software 
resellers. In addition to software products, complete installation, system conversion, configuration, 
custom modification, and training services are available. 
 
 
 The award-winning MPM manufacturing software 

applications are a product of 3rd Dimension 
Systems, headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
3rd Dimension has earned a reputation for 
providing high quality software products for the 
small to medium-sized manufacturer.  Other 3rd 
Dimension products include Contact Management 
and Rental Processing software.  


